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Abstract
Hajós’conjecture is false for almost all graphs but only few explicit counterexamples have appeared
in the literature. We relate Hajós’ conjecture to Ramsey theory, perfect graphs, and the maximum cut
problem and obtain thereby new classes of explicit counterexamples. On the other hand, we show that
some of the graphs which Catlin conjectured to be counterexamples to Hajós’ conjecture satisfy the
conjecture, and we characterize completely the graphs which satisfy Catlin’s conjecture.
© 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Hajós’ conjecture says that every graph of chromatic number (G) at least k contains a
subdivision of the complete graph with k vertices. The origin of this conjecture is unclear.
Sometimes the paper [19] is cited, but B. Toft (oral communication) points out that Hajós
did not mention the conjecture in that paper and that G.A. Dirac knew the conjecture in the
1950s. Dirac [8] veriﬁed the conjecture for k4, and Catlin [5] proved that the conjecture
fails for each k7. Erdo˝s and Fajtlowicz [13] proved that it fails for almost all graphs.
Recently, Kühn and Osthus [26] proved that all graphs of girth at least 186 satisfy Hajós’
conjecture.
Catlin’s counterexamples are surprisingly simple. Moreover, Jensen and Toft [23] point
out that the chromatic number of those counterexamples had already been studied by
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T. Gallai. Perhaps Hajós’ conjecture survived so long because of its intimate relation to the
Four Color Problem, now a theorem. The relevant case k = 5 of Hajós’ conjecture is still
open (as is the case k = 6). The purpose of this paper is to relate Hajós’ conjecture to other
aspects of graph theory.
In 1974 Erdo˝s [12] made the conjecture that every triangle-free graph with n vertices can
be made bipartite by deleting at most n2/25 edges. We point out that not only the comple-
ments of the regular extremal graphs for this conjecture but also graphs with much weaker
properties, including powers of cycles and the complements of certain Kneser graphs, lead
to counterexamples to Hajós’ conjecture.
Around 1960 Claude Berge formulated his famous conjectures on perfect graphs. If the
fact had been realized that Hajós’ conjecture is related to Berge’s conjectures, then it would
probably have fallen when Lovász [27,28] obtained his breakthrough on the Perfect Graph
Conjecture in 1972. We point out that a graph is perfect, if and only if all its replication
graphs satisfy Hajós’ conjecture.
Finally, if the fact had been realized that Hajós’ conjecture is related to Ramsey theory,
then it would probably not have been formulated at all. Indeed, the lower bound on the
Ramsey numbers obtained already in 1947 by Erdo˝s disproves Hajós’ conjecture, as do
some of the subsequent lower bounds for the Ramsey numbers, even some of the explicit
constructions which give much weaker bounds than the probabilistic method.
We apply the technique of this paper to settle the conjecture of Catlin [5] that all large
uniform edge-replication graphs of critical class 2 graphs have line graphs which are coun-
terexamples to Hajós’ conjecture. We characterize completely the graphs which satisfy
Catlin’s conjecture. There are nonplanar counterexamples to the conjecture, but the restric-
tion of the conjecture to planar graphs is equivalent to the Seymour’s conjecture on overfull
planar graphs which is known to have many consequences, including the 4-color theorem.
This leads to a curious fact: A weakening of Hajós’ conjecture (namely the case k = 5)
implies the 4-color theorem, as previously mentioned. But, a strengthening of the negation
of Hajós’conjecture (namely the one suggested by Catlin) also implies the 4-color theorem.
The negation of Hajós’ conjecture is interesting also for other reasons. If Hadwiger’s
conjecture is false, then counterexamples must be found among the counterexamples to
Hajós’ conjecture. It is easy to see that Catlin’s examples satisfy Hadwiger’s conjecture.
Bollobás et al. [3] proved that almost all graphs satisfy Hadwiger’s conjecture. How-
ever, it does not seem obvious that the classes in the present paper all satisfy Hadwiger’s
conjecture.
2. Ramsey theory
In the Handbook of Combinatorics, Nešetrˇil [32] emphasizes that “. . .few areas form
such a compact body of concepts and results (and thus in turn form a theory in the classical
sense) as Ramsey theory”.We point out that also Hajós’conjecture has a place in this theory.
Indeed, if Hajós’conjecture were true, then not only would the Ramsey numbers be smaller.
They would have a different order of magnitude. The diagonal Ramsey numbers r(k, k)
would be polynomially bounded, and the off-diagonal numbers r(3, k) would be linearly
bounded.
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Theorem 2.1. Let k be a natural number, and let G be a graph on n = 3k3 vertices
satisfying Hajós’ conjecture. Then G contains either a complete graph on k vertices or an
independent set of k vertices.
Proof. Suppose that G does not contain k independent vertices. Then G has chromatic
number at least n/(k−1). So,G contains a subdivision of the complete graph onm vertices
where mn/(k − 1). Let V be the set of branch vertices (that is, the vertices of degree at
least 3) of thisKm-subdivision inG. If x, y are vertices inV not joined by an edge inG, then
the Km-subdivision contains a path of length at least 2 corresponding to an edge between
xy. The number of such paths is at most n−m as they have no intersection outside V . Hence
the number of missing edges in the subgraph G(V ) of G induced by V is at most n − m.
If a graph with m vertices does not contain a complete graph on k vertices, then Turán’s
theorem says that the number of missing edges in the graph is at leastm/2(m/(k− 1)− 2).
But, the number of missing edges in G(V ) is at most n−m < m/2(m/(k − 1)− 2), and
hence G(V ) contains a complete graph on k vertices. 
Theorem 2.1 says that, if Hajós’ conjecture were true, then the diagonal Ramsey number
r(k, k) would be at most 3k3. However, this is a wrong order of magnitude. Already in
1947 Erdo˝s [9] proved that r(k, k)2k/2 for each natural number k. The proof is a short
and ingenious counting argument, see e.g. [4, p. 107]. Frankl [14] gave the ﬁrst explicit
constructionwhich gives a superpolynomial lower bound for the diagonal Ramsey numbers.
The off-diagonal Ramsey numbers r(3, k) have also received much attention. Erdo˝s [10]
gave in 1961 the lower bound k2/(log(k))2, and recently Kim [25] proved that k2/ log(k)
is the right order of magnitude. Alon [2] gave an explicit construction for the lower bound
k3/2, see also [7]. Also all these results disprove Hajós’ conjecture by Theorem 2.2 below.
Theorem 2.2. Let k be a natural number, and let G be a graph on 12k vertices satisfying
Hajós’conjecture. ThenG contains either a complete graph on k vertices or an independent
set of three vertices.
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is a repetition of the proof of Theorem 2.1 where the inequality
mn/(k − 1) is replaced by the inequality mn/2.
3. Perfect graphs
A graph G is perfect if, for each induced subgraph H of G, the chromatic number of H
equals the clique number (H). Berge’s perfect graph conjecture says that G is perfect if
and only if its complement is perfect. The strong perfect graph conjecture says that a graph
is perfect if and only if it does not contain an induced subgraph which is an odd cycle of
length at least 5 or the complement of an odd cycle of length at least 5.
Fulkerson [15,16] came close to a proof of the perfect graph conjecture using his elegant
theory of blocking and antiblocking polyhedra. All he needed was the statement that every
replication graph of a perfect graph is perfect where replication is deﬁned as follows.
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If G is a graph, then a replication graph of G is obtained by replacing every vertex by a
complete graph such that two distinct complete graphs are disjoint, and, if two vertices x, y
ofG are joined by an edge, then we add all edges between the corresponding two complete
graphs. If all the complete graphs have the same number of vertices, say k, then we call the
replication graph a k-uniform replication graph or just a uniform replication graph of G.
Lovász [27] obtained a short and elegant proof of the missing fact that replication preserves
the property of being perfect, and he also gave a self-contained proof of the perfect graph
theorem. He proved in [28] a stronger result where replication (in the complement of the
graph) also plays an important role. This result, which was conjectured by A. Hajnal, says
that a graphG is perfect if and only if, for each induced subgraphH , (H)(H) |V (H)|,
where (H) is the independence number of H , and (H) is the clique number of H . We
now point out that these results are also perfect for a disproof of Hajós’ conjecture.
Theorem 3.1. LetG be a graph such that (G)(G) < |V (G)|. Then all but ﬁnitely many
uniform replication graphs of G are counterexamples to Hajós’ conjecture.
Proof. Let V (G) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, and let Gk be obtained from G by replacing each
vertex vi by a complete graph with a set Vi of k vertices, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. As (Gk) =
(G), the chromatic number of Gk is at least kn/(G). Suppose now that Gk contains
a subdivision of a Km where mkn/(G). Let qi be the number of branch vertices of
this Km-subdivision in Vi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and assume without loss of generality that
q1q2 · · · qn. Put  = (G) and  = (G). We now focus on q+1. Since qik
for i and qiq+1 for i + 1, and q1 + q2 + · · · + qn = m, we conclude that
k + (n − )q+1m and hence q+1(m − k)/(n − ). Now there must be two
nonadjacent vertices of G in the set {v1, v2, . . . , v+1}. Hence the number of missing
edges in the subgraph of Gk induced by the branch vertices of the Km is at least q+12
which is at least (m− k)2/(n− )2k2(n− )2/(2(n−)2).As every missing edge
corresponds to a path of length at least 2 in the subdivision, this number of missing edges
is less than |V (Gk)| = nk. But this is possible only for ﬁnitely many values of k. 
Theorem 3.2. A graph G is perfect if and only if every replication graph of G satisﬁes
Hajós’ conjecture.
Proof. Lovász’s replication lemma [27] implies the only if part. We prove the if part by
contradiction. For, if G is not perfect, then by Lovász’s strengthening of the perfect graph
theorem [28],G contains an induced subgraphH such that (H)(H) < |V (H)|. We now
repeat the proof of Theorem 3.1 where only the vertices of H are replicated. 
By the strong perfect graph theorem [6], every graph which is not perfect contains an
induced subgraph which is either an odd cycle of length at least 5 or the complement of such
a cycle. With this additional knowledge, the proof of Theorem 3.2 comes close to Catlin’s
proof (because the graph H in the proof of Theorem 3.2 can be chosen to be either an odd
cycle of length at least 5 or the complement of such a cycle).
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4. The conjecture of Catlin related to Hajós’ conjecture
The inequality (H)(H) < |V (H)| is important in the theory of edge-colorings which
we may think of as vertex-colorings of line graphs. For example, ifG is an r-regular graph
with n vertices where r > 2, r is even and n is odd, and H is the line graph of G, then
(H)(n− 1)/2, (H) = r , and |V (H)| = rn/2. So if we replace each edge of G with
k edges joining the same two vertices, then that corresponds to a uniform replication of H ,
and the resulting line graph is therefore a counterexample to Hajós’ conjecture when k is
large, by Theorem 3.1.
Also, ifG is obtained from an r-regular graph with n vertices, where n is even and r3
and r is possibly odd, by inserting a new vertex of degree 2 on an edge, and ifH is the line
graph of G, then the large uniform replication graphs of H are counterexamples to Hajós’
conjecture when k is large, by Theorem 3.1.
If G is a graph of maximum degree d , then the edge-chromatic number (that is the
chromatic number of the line graph) of G is d or d + 1 by Vizing’s theorem. If it is d + 1
we say thatG is of class 2. If, in addition, every proper subgraph ofG has edge-chromatic
number at most d, then G is critical of class 2. In his classical paper [5], Catlin made the
following conjecture:
Conjecture 4.1. If G is critical of class 2, and H is the line graph of G, then every
sufﬁciently large uniform replication graph ofH is a counterexample to Hajós’ conjecture.
This conjecture is not true as we shall see below. Instead we have the following theorem
which involves the fractional chromatic number f (G), deﬁned as follows: IfG is a graph,
then there exists a rational number f (G) such that, for each natural number k, the k-uniform
replication graph ofG has chromatic number at least kf (G), and for inﬁnitelymany natural
numbers k, the k-uniform replication graph of G has chromatic number precisely kf (G),
see [33, p. 42]. There is a nice formula for the fractional edge-chromatic number (that is
the fractional chromatic number of the line graph) ofG: It is the largest of the two numbers
d (the maximum degree of G) and the maximum of 2|E(H)|/(|V (H)| − 1) taken over all
subgraphs H of G with an odd number of (at least 3) vertices, see [33, p. 79].
Theorem 4.2. Let G be critical of class 2, and let H be the line graph of G. Let n be
the number of vertices of G, and let d be the maximum degree. Then the following three
statements are equivalent:
(a) Every sufﬁciently large replication graph ofH is a counterexample toHajós’conjecture.
(b) (H)(H) < |V (H)|.
(c) n is odd and |E(G)| > d(n− 1)/2.
(d) The fractional edge-chromatic number of G is > d.
Proof. Clearly, (c) implies (b). Theorem 3.1 shows that (b) implies (a).
If the fractional edge-chromatic number ofG is d, then for inﬁnitely many natural num-
bers m, the m-uniform replication graph of H has chromatic number md by the deﬁnition
of the fractional edge-chromatic number. Clearly it has clique numbermd which shows that
it satisﬁes Hajós’ conjecture. Hence (a) implies (d).
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Suppose ﬁnally that (d) holds. Then the formula for the fractional edge-chromatic number
says that G contains a subgraph M with an odd number of vertices which satisﬁes the
inequality 2|E(M)|/(|V (M)| − 1) > d . But then M has edge-chromatic number > d.
Since G is critical it follows thatM = G which shows that (c) holds. 
There are graphs G which are critical of class 2 which do not satisfy (c). The Petersen
graph minus a vertex is such a graph. (And this is the smallest such graph of edge-chromatic
number 4, see [22, Figure 4].)Any such graph disproves Conjecture 4.1 which is equivalent
to the statement that Theorem 4.2 (a) holds for any line graphH of a critical graph of class
2. However, it is believed that every planar graph which is critical of class 2 satisﬁes (c).
This is a conjecture of Seymour, see [23, p. 199], which we shall refer to as Seymour’s
overfull conjecture. It says that a planar graph of maximum degree d has edge-chromatic
number d + 1 if and only ifG contains a subgraph H with an odd number of vertices such
that |E(H)| > d(|V (H)| − 1)/2. (Note that the if-part is trivial.)
Theorem 4.3. The restriction of Conjecture 4.1 to planar graphs is equivalent to Seymour’s
overfull conjecture.
Proof. Assume ﬁrst that Conjecture 4.1 holds for planar graphs. LetG be any planar graph
of maximum degree d and edge-chromatic number d + 1. LetH be a subgraph ofG which
is critical of class 2. ThenH satisﬁes Theorem 4.2 (a) and hence also Theorem 4.2 (c) which
is Seymour’s overfull graph conjecture.
Assume next that Seymour’s overfull graph conjecture holds. LetG be any planar graph
of maximum degree d and edge-chromatic number d + 1 which is critical of class 2. Then
G contains a subgraph H satisfying Seymour’s conjecture. As G is critical, H = G and
hence Theorem 4.2 (c) holds. Then also Theorem 4.2 (a) holds. 
Another interesting consequence ofCatlin’s conjecture is that every graphwhich is critical
of class 2with edge-chromatic number 4 has an oddnumber of vertices.Thiswas conjectured
by Jakobsen [22] and disproved by Goldberg [18]. But it is open for planar graphs.
Theorem 4.2 shows that if a graph of maximum degree d is critical of class 2 and has
fractional edge-chromatic number d , then inﬁnitely many of the uniform replication graphs
satisfy Hajós’ conjecture. Perhaps they all do. In the case d = 3 this would follow easily
from the conjecture of Fulkerson that the 2-uniform replication graph of the line graph of
every 2-connected cubic graph has edge-chromatic number 6. This conjecture of Fulkerson
is mentioned in [4, p. 250].
5. The maximum cut problem
The maximum cut problem is that of dividing the vertex set into two parts such that
the number of edges between them is maximum. In other words, it is the problem of
maximizing the number of edges in a bipartite subgraph. Unlike the minimum cut problem,
the maximum cut problem is NP -hard, see [17]. Like the minimum cut problem, it has
important applications, see [20, p. 460]. Erdo˝s [11] proved that the maximum cut is always
at least half the number of edges of the graph. The argument is short and elegant:
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If we 2-color the vertex set of a graph such that there are as many edges as possi-
ble between the color classes, then each vertex has at least as many neighbors in the
opposite class as in the class to which it belongs. This can be strengthened for triangle-
free graphs. For example, Hopkins and Staton [21] proved that every triangle-free cu-
bic graph with n vertices has a bipartite subgraph with at least 6n/5 edges. This is best
possible because the bound is sharp for the Petersen graph and the graph of the octahe-
dron. However, for planar 3-connected triangle-free cubic graphs, further extensions are
possible [36].
The maximum cut problem is equivalent to that of ﬁnding the bipartite edge-index of a
graph G, which is the smallest number of edges that must be deleted in order to obtain a
bipartite graph. We denote it by bie(G).
Theorem 5.1. LetG be an r-regular triangle-free graph with n vertices whose complement
G¯ satisﬁes Hajós’ conjecture. Then the bipartite edge-index of G is at most n.
Proof. G¯ has chromatic number at least n/2. Let V be the set of branch vertices of a
subdivision of a complete graph with n/2 or (n+1)/2 vertices in G¯. Assume ﬁrst n is even.
As G¯ has only n/2 vertices outside of V , there can be at most n/2 missing edges in G¯(V ).
So in G, there are at most n/2 edges present in the subgraph G(V ) of G induced by V . As
G is regular,G(V ) has the same number of edges asG− V . Hence bie(G)n. If n is odd
we argue similarly. 
Let f (n, r) denote the largest bipartite edge-index of an r-regular triangle-free graphwith
n vertices. If Hajós’conjecture were true, then f (n, r)n. This is true for r = 3, 4. But, not
only is it false for r large, the order of magnitude is wrong, as was known already in 1974
when Erdo˝s [12] made his n2/25 conjecture. The examples showing that this conjecture
would be sharp are the complements of the uniform replication graphs of the pentagon, that
is, they are the examples of Catlin. But the gap between the bound n in Theorem 5.1 and
the bound n2/25 is so large that we get a variety of other counterexamples. We illustrate
this by the powers of cycles and the complements of the triangle-free Kneser graphs. First
we establish a lower bound for the bipartite edge-index.
Theorem 5.2. LetGbe a triangle-free graphwithn vertices andwith independence number
m = (G) < n/2. Assume that there exists a natural number p > 1 such that every edge
ofG is contained in a complete bipartite subgraphKp,p. Let b be the smallest real number
such that b = (p − 8b/(n− 2m))2. Then the bipartite edge-index of G is at least b.
Proof. Let A,B be a bipartition of V (G) such that there are as many edges of G between
A and B as possible. Assume |A| |B|. LetM denote a largest matching in G(A), and let
VM denote the ends of the edges inM . ThenA\VM is a set of independent vertices and has
therefore cardinality at most m. So |VM |(n− 2m)/2. InG(A) we contract every edge in
M and call the resulting graphG′. If every vertex ofG′ corresponding to an edge ofM has
degree at least 4b/|VM |, thenG(A) has at least b edges and we are done. So assume thatM
has an edge xy such that the number of edges in G(A) incident with either of x, y is less
than 4b/|VM |8b/(n − 2m). Consider now a subgraph in G which is a Kp,p and which
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contains the edge xy. Each of x, y has at least p − 8b/(n − 2m) = √b neighbors which
are both in the Kp,p and in G(B). Hence G(B) has at least b edges. 
In order to apply Theorem 5.2 it is convenient to add the assumption thatm < c1nwhere
c1 is a positive constant < 1/2. Then there exists a positive constant c2 depending on c1
such that the number b in Theorem 5.2 is at least c2p2. So, in order to apply Theorems
5.2 and 5.1 to produce counterexamples to Hajós’ conjecture, it sufﬁces that m < c1n and
p > c3
√
n where c1 is a constant < 1/2 and c3 is a sufﬁciently large constant. Many
symmetric graphs enjoy these properties. Below we give two examples.
First we consider powers of cycles. Denote by Ckn the k′th power of the cycle Cn with
n vertices, that is, Ckn has the same vertices as Cn, and two vertices in Ckn are neighbors
if their distance in Cn is at most k. Let c be any constant, 1/3 < c < 1/2. Let k be a
natural number such that n/3kcn. The clique number of Ckn is k + 1. This is going to
play the role of m in Theorem 5.2. Every edge in the complement of Ckn is contained in a
complete bipartite graphKp,p wherepn/2−k−1/2. In particular,p(1−2c)n/2−1/2.
The smallest b satisfying the equation b = (p − 8b/(n − 2m))2 is bounded below by a
quadratic function of n. By Theorem 5.2, the bipartite edge-index of the complement of
Ckn is bounded below by a quadratic function of n. So with this notation Theorem 5.1
implies:
Corollary 5.3. For each real number c, where 1/3 < c < 1/2, there is a natural number
nc such thatCkn is a counterexample to Hajós’conjecture whenever nnc and n/3kcn.
The Kneser graph K(q, k) is the graph whose vertices are all the k-element subsets of a
q-element set Q such that two k-element sets are neighbors in K(q, k) if and only if they
are disjoint. Kneser gave an upper bound on the chromatic number of these graphs, and
conjectured that this bound is sharp. This became known as Kneser’s conjecture and it was
veriﬁed by Lovász [29]. Using just the upper bound it is easy to see that the Kneser graphs
satisfy Hajós’ conjecture. But their complements do not. To see this, let us assume that k is
odd and that q = 3k− 1. ThenK(q, k) is triangle-free.We claim thatK(q, k) has bipartite
edge-index > n when k is large.
Let us ﬁrst describe a large complete bipartite subgraph of K(q, k). If we divide Q into





by considering all those k-element sets in Q which are contained in one of Q1,Q2. Let
n = ( q
k
)
be the number of vertices ofK(q, k). The Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado theorem, see [24], says





. In order to apply
Theorem 5.2, we would need that p2/n tends to inﬁnity as k tends to inﬁnity. However,
Stirling’s formula implies that p2/n tends to zero as k tends to inﬁnity. On the other hand,
for each ﬁxed positive , p2+/n tends to inﬁnity as k tends to inﬁnity, so we are close to
the assumption of Theorem 5.2, and we now modify the proof slightly. Let e = AB be any
edge ofK(q, k). Let s be the number of 4-cycles inK(q, k) containing e. We shall provide
a lower bound for s. Assume that k is divisible by 3.A and B are disjoint k-element subsets
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ofQ. Now select a 2k/3-element subset S ofQ \ (A ∪ B). Select a k/3-element subset S1
of S. Select a 2k/3-element subset A1 of A, and ﬁnally select a 2k/3-element subset B1 of















ways. This is a lower bound for s. Thus Stirling’s
formula implies that s/n tends to inﬁnity as k tends to inﬁnity. Assume now (reductio ad
absurdum) that K(q, k) has bipartite edge-index n when k is large. As in the proof of
Theorem 5.2 |VM |(n−2m)/2 = n(1/2−m/n)n/7. ThereforeM has an edge xy such
that the number of edges in G(A) incident with either of x, y is less than 15. Let d be the
degree of every vertex in K(q, k). Then the number of edges in G(B) is at least s − 30d.
As s/n tends to inﬁnity as k tends to inﬁnity and d/n tends to zero as k tends to inﬁnity,
we have reached a contradiction showing that the bipartite edge-index of K(q, k) is > n
(in fact greater than any linear function of n) when k is large. Thus Theorem 5.1 implies:
Corollary 5.4. For k sufﬁciently large, the complement of the Kneser graph K(3k − 1, k)
is a counterexample to Hajós’ conjecture.
6. Graphs on surfaces
It is natural also to investigate Hajós’ conjecture for graphs on surfaces, as the chromatic
number of such graphs has been studied for over 100 years, see [31].We do not know much
about Hajós’ conjecture in this context, and perhaps this suggests that some positive results
are possible. We state some open problems.
The 4-color theorem implies that Hajós’ conjecture holds for all planar graphs.
Conjecture 6.1. For every surface S there are only ﬁnitely many minimal counterexamples
to Hajós’ conjecture embeddable on S.
It is proved in [35] that for each k6 and each surface S, there are only ﬁnitely many
color-critical graphs on S. SoConjecture 6.1would follow fromHajós’conjecture for k = 5.
There are inﬁnitely many 5-color-critical graphs on S, except when S is the sphere, but we
do not know much about their structure. The known ones which are locally planar (that is,
they have large width) are close to being triangulations. So we propose the following:
Conjecture 6.2. Every graph which triangulates some surface satisﬁes Hajós’ conjecture.
A graph with n vertices which triangulates some surface other than the sphere has at least
3n − 3 edges by Euler’s formula. Hence it contains a subdivision of K5 by a recent deep
result of Mader [30].We know all the 6-color-critical graphs of the projective plane [1] and
the torus [34], and they satisfy Hajós’ conjecture. So Conjecture 6.2 holds for the torus and
the projective plane. This suggests the following:
Conjecture 6.3. Every graph in the projective plane or on the torus satisﬁes Hajós’ con-
jecture.
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